Abstract-The computational efficiency of the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method can be significantly reduced by the presence of complex objects with fine features. Small geometrical details impose a fine mesh and a reduced time step, significantly increasing computational cost. Model order reduction has been proposed as a systematic way to generate compact models for complex objects, by which one can then instantiate into a main FDTD mesh. However, the stability of FDTD with embedded reduced models remains an open problem. We propose a systematic method to generate reduced models for FDTD domains, and embed them into a main FDTD mesh with guaranteed stability up to the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) limit of the fine mesh. With a simple perturbation technique, the CFL of the whole scheme can be further extended beyond the fine grid's CFL limit. Reduced models can be created for arbitrary domains containing inhomogeneous and lossy materials. Numerical tests confirm the stability of the proposed method and its potential to accelerate multiscale FDTD simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, also known as the Yee scheme, solves Maxwell's equations numerically using a staggered grid, where electric and magnetic fields are sampled with alternate nodes [1] , [2] . This configuration is particularly convenient to discretize the curl operators in Maxwell's equations. An attractive feature of the Yee scheme is the use of an explicit leap-frog scheme to march in time. This approach significantly reduces the cost per iteration over implicit alternatives, but makes stability conditional to the well-known Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition [2] . In 2-D, the CFL condition reads where t is time step, x and y are the cell dimensions along the x and y axes, and c is the wave velocity in the medium [2] .
Unfortunately, in spite of its low cost per iteration, the Yee scheme can become quite time consuming when applied to large multiscale problems with detailed objects. Two issues contribute to the increase of the computational cost of the Yee scheme.
1) Small details impose a refined mesh. This increases memory consumption and cost per iteration. 2) A refined mesh implies a shorter time step because of CFL limit (1). Numerous solutions have been devised to increase the efficiency of the Yee scheme in handling complex objects. Subcell models have been proposed for wires [3] , wire bundles [4] , sheets [5] , slots [6] , and other common structures. These models are typically efficient, but restricted to specific objects. In the FDTD subgridding, a fine mesh is used to resolve small objects, while a coarse grid is used elsewhere [7] , [8] . Subgridding reduces the growth of the number of unknowns caused by mesh refinement (issue a) in the list above). However, it does not help with the second issue, since the fine grid imposes its CFL limit on the whole domain. While different time steps can be used in the coarse and fine grids, ensuring the stability and accuracy of the resulting scheme is quite challenging [9] .
One of the most significant approaches to bypass the CFL limit is represented by implicit methods, such as the alternating-direction implicit FDTD (ADI-FDTD) method [10] - [12] . Being unconditionally stable for any time step, implicit methods are particularly attractive when combined with FDTD subgridding. In the schemes proposed in [13] - [15] , the fine grid is updated with the ADI-FDTD, while the coarse grid is updated with the Yee scheme, taking advantage of the respective strengths of implicit and explicit methods. This hybrid ADI-FDTD subgridding scheme allows a larger time step throughout the entire domain, but leads to an increase of the cost per iteration, as our results will show.
Model order reduction (MOR) has been proposed to generate compact FDTD models for complex objects [16] - [18] . The underlying idea is to initially use a fine mesh to resolve complex objects, and then compress the FDTD equations using MOR. The reduced model is finally embedded into the surrounding coarse grid [17] . Typically, the insertion of the reduced model in the coarse grid reduces the CFL limit.
However, because of its low order, the reduced model can be manipulated to extend the CFL limit, and enable the use of a larger time step throughout the entire computational domain [19] - [21] . Therefore, an MOR-based approach can be used to tackle both issues a) and b) caused by mesh refinement.
While MOR clearly has the potential to accelerate multiscale FDTD simulations, its use has been so far limited by stability considerations. When a reduced model is embedded into a main FDTD grid, it can easily lead to instability. Unfortunately, this happens even if the reduced model, by itself, is stable [17] . Kulas and Mrozowski [22] investigated the stability of an FDTD scheme with reduced-order models, and derived a reciprocity condition for stability. An expression for the CFL limit of the resulting scheme is also provided. There are two main limitations in this paper. First, the derivation is valid only for the lossless case. Second, the expression for the CFL limit requires the norm of a very large matrix. For realistic problems, such norm cannot be computed. An upper bound can be derived, but leads to a conservative CFL limit. Moreover, the estimation becomes increasingly involved when multiple reduced models are embedded into the main grid.
In this paper, we propose a systematic theory to generate reduced models for FDTD regions, and couple them to a main FDTD grid in a stable way. In the proposed method, the regions with complex objects are initially meshed with a refined grid. The FDTD equations for those regions are written in the form of a discrete-time dynamical system with suitable inputs and outputs, which is then compressed with MOR. The obtained reduced model is finally embedded into the surrounding coarse grid. The stability of the final scheme is guaranteed by construction up to the CFL limit of the fine grid, as we rigorously prove. We also show that the stability limit of the proposed scheme can be extended beyond the fine grid's CFL limit with a simple perturbation of the reduced model coefficients. Some preliminary results about the proposed method were presented in [23] .
There are several novel aspects in this paper. 1) We propose the first MOR method for the Yee scheme, whose reduced models are guaranteed to be stable even when coupled to another FDTD grid. This feature enables the application of MOR to subdomains of a large problem, for much higher scalability. Previous MOR methods with guaranteed stability [24] - [26] can only be applied to the entire domain, which is not feasible for large problems. 2) Stability is guaranteed by construction and rigorously proved. The proof is valid for an arbitrary number of reduced models embedded in a surrounding grid. This feature is a significant advantage over previous works that do not provide a theoretical stability analysis [13] , [19] , [20] , or neglect losses and give stability conditions that become increasingly complicated as the number of reduced models grows [22] .
3) The CFL limit of the resulting scheme is known a priori, and is at least equal to the CFL limit of the fine grid. 4) The CFL limit of the final scheme can be extended beyond the fine grid's limit, while requiring only explicit update operations at runtime. The numerical examples in Section VI confirm the stability of the proposed method, and demonstrate its computational efficiency for multiscale problems in comparison to the Yee scheme, FDTD subgridding, and an ADI-FDTD subgridding scheme.
II. FDTD EQUATIONS FOR THE FINE GRID AS A DISCRETE-TIME DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
We consider a multiscale scenario where several objects with fine features are present in a large 2-D domain. As in subgridding, we use a fine mesh in the regions with fine features. A coarse mesh is used in the rest of the domain. Without the loss of generality, we consider the case of a single region with fine mesh. The extension to multiple regions is straightforward since the same process can be independently applied to each refined region. The cell dimensions in the coarse grid are denoted as x and y. In the fine region, the cell dimensions are
where the refinement factor r > 1 is an integer. Throughout this paper, we use symbols with a hat for the quantities associated with the fine grid, and symbols with no hat for the quantities associated with the coarse grid. In order to later apply MOR, we cast the FDTD equations for the fine region in the form of a discrete-time dynamical system, having the E and H field tangential to the region boundaries as outputs and inputs [27] . These variables will allow us to reconnect the reduced model of the fine grid to the main grid.
A. FDTD Update Equations for the Nodes of the Fine Mesh
We consider a rectangular fine mesh withN x cells along x andN y cells along y. A graphical illustration of a simple 2×2 region is provided in Fig. 1 . We consider a TE z mode with field components E x , E y and H z . In addition to the standard field samples used in FDTD, we also take as variables the magnetic field on the four boundaries of the region, as shown in Fig. 1 . These samples are called hanging variables [28] , and serve two purposes. First, they allow us to write a self-contained mathematical model for the region, which does not involve any field sample beyond its boundaries [27] . Second, hanging variables will facilitate the connection of the fine region model to the surrounding coarse grid.
1) Update Equations for the E x and E y Nodes:
For the E x nodes that are strictly inside the fine region, we write a standard FDTD update equation [2] xŷ
where ε x and σ x are, respectively, the average permittivity and conductivity on the x-oriented edges of the primary grid. 1 For the nodes on the South and North boundaries of the region, a modified FDTD equation must be used [27] . A conventional FDTD equation would otherwise involve magnetic fields beyond the region boundaries, which may not even be available because of the different resolution used in the surrounding coarse grid. This issue can be avoided by using the hanging variables to approximate the spatial derivatives of the magnetic field on the boundaries. For instance, the following update equation is written for the E x nodes on the South boundary [27] x ŷ 2
A similar equation can be derived to update the E x nodes on the North boundary. The same approach is followed to write the update equations for the E y nodes.
2) Update Equation for the H z Nodes:
Since all magnetic nodes fall strictly inside the fine region, we can use a standard FDTD update for all of them [2] 
where μ denotes the average permittivity on the edge and
B. Dynamical System Formulation
As described in [27] , updated equations for all the electric and magnetic fields like (3)-(5) in the fine grid can be casted into the form of a discrete-time dynamical system
1 To keep expressions reasonably compact, we do not indicate explicitly the dependence of ε x , σ x , ε y , σ y , and μ on i and j.
The state vectorx n consists of column vectorsÊ n x ,Ê n
, which collect all E x , E y , and H z samples in the fine region, respectivelŷ
The inputû n+ (1/2) and outputŷ n of (6a) and (6b) contain all magnetic and electric fields on the North, South, West, and East boundaries of the fine region
We can see that hanging variables are interpreted as the input of the FDTD model for the region, and the collocated electric fields are seen as the output. This input-output interpretation of the fine region equations is needed to apply MOR and, more importantly, to be able to reconnect the reduced model to the coarse grid without losing stability. Detailed expressions for the coefficient matrices in (6a) and (6b) can be found in [27] .
III. MODEL ORDER REDUCTION
Because of grid refinement, the size ofx n can be quite large, and significantly increase CPU time. To mitigate this issue, system (6a) and (6b) can be compressed using MOR. Among the many MOR methods available, we choose structure-preserving reduced-order interconnect macromodeling (SPRIM) [29] , since it will preserve the block structure of (6a) and (6b). Using the robust Arnoldi iteration, SPRIM creates a projection matrix
suitable to approximate the full state vectorx n through a new state vectorx n of smaller sizê
Matrix V consists of two blocks V 1 and V 2 . The number of rows of V 1 is equal to the number of electric field samples inÊ n x andÊ n y . The number of rows in V 2 is equal to the size ofĤ
. By substituting (10) into (6a) and (6b), and multiplying the first equation by V T on the left, we obtain the reduced model
The size of reduced model (11a) and (11b) is typically much lower than the size of (6a)-(6b). The size and accuracy of the reduced model can be controlled through the choice of the number of columns in the projection matrix V.
IV. INCORPORATION OF THE REDUCED MODEL INTO THE MAIN COARSE GRID
The goal of this section is to propose a stable way to couple the reduced model to the coarse grid, while maintaining stability. An improper connection between different domains is indeed a common source of instability. Since the fields on the reduced model boundaries are sampled with a fine resolution, different from the resolution of the coarse grid, a suitable interpolation rule will be introduced. For coupling the reduced model to the coarse grid, we generalize the approach of [27] to handle reduced models. To realize the coupling, we will combine three sets of equations: the update equations for the reduced model (11a) and (11b), the update equation for the coarse grid nodes at the interface with the reduced model, and an interpolation rule.
A. State Equations for the Coarse Fields at the Interface
We consider the interface shown in Fig. 2 between the North boundary of the coarse grid, and the South boundary of the reduced model. The other edges can be treated similarly. For the E x nodes of the coarse grid that fall at the interface with the reduced model, we introduce hanging variables to facilitate the connection of the reduced model. The hanging variable is the magnetic field collocated with the electric field on the boundary. For example, in the case in Fig. 2 , the hanging variable is H z | i+(1/2), j . Using this variable, a modified update equation analogous to (4) is written for
In (13), ε x and σ x are the permittivity and conductivity in the half coarse cell below the interface. (1/2) , j would involve a magnetic field sample inside the reduced model, which is not available. We will also see in Section V-D that, through hanging variables, we can systematically ensure stability.
For all edges at the boundary of the coarse grid, a hanging variable and an equation analogous to (13) is defined. All these update equations can be written in matrix form as
where y n collects all the coarsely sampled electric fields at the interfaces, and D ε and D σ are the diagonal matrices containing the permittivity and conductivity values in the half cells on the coarse grid boundary. Matrix D l is diagonal and contains the length of the coarse grid on the interface. Diagonal matrix D l contains the length of the half edges of the coarse grid that intersect the interface. Matrix G is a discrete derivative operator and contains only −1, +1, and 0 entries. Vector H n+ (1/2) contains the magnetic fields in the coarse grid near the interface with the reduced model. Input vector U n+ (1/2) collects all the hanging variables on the coarse side of the interface, such as Fig. 2 .
B. Interpolation Rule
The fields at the boundaries of the coarse mesh and of the reduced model need to be linked by a suitable interpolation rule. This is necessary to satisfy boundary conditions, and because they are sampled with different resolutions. We use the interpolation rule in [27] , which will ensure stability, as we shall see in Section V-D. Between the boundary electric fields, we impose the following relation:
where T is the transformation matrix that sets adjacent coarse and fine grid electric fields to be equal. As discussed in [27] , a reciprocal constraint must be imposed on the magnetic fields on the boundary in order to ensure stability
C. Coupling of Reduced Model and Coarse Grid
The final update equations for the reduced model are derived by combining the reduced model (11a) and (11b), update equation (14) for the boundary fields of the coarse grid, and interpolation rules (15) and (16) . First, we substitute (16) into (14)
Then, equation (15) is substituted into (11b)
Equations (11a), (17) , and (18) are combined in a linear system
where
Multiplying (19) 
Equation (23) is explicit, and is used to update the state of the reduced modelx n , and the electric fields y n at the interface with the coarse grid. The coefficient matrices in (23) can be precomputed once before runtime. A sparse LU factorization can be performed on A 1 to efficiently compute its inverse multiplied by A 2 and D l G T . Ultimately, the proposed scheme consists of conventional FDTD equations to update the coarse grid, and (23) to update the reduced model state and the interface. If multiple reduced models are present, (23) is applied to each one of them.
V. STABILITY ANALYSIS AND CFL LIMIT EXTENSION
In this section, we analyze the stability of the FDTD scheme with embedded reduced models. We derive the CFL limit of the proposed scheme, and show how it can be extended beyond the fine grid's CFL limit. We advocate the stability theory proposed in [27] and [30] , which is based on the concept of energy dissipation. This theory is particularly convenient to investigate the stability of advanced FDTD setups where different meshes and models are coupled together.
A. Passivity of the Coarse Grid and the Interpolation Rule
From the perspective of system theory, the obtained scheme can be seen as the connection of three subsystems: the coarse mesh, the interpolation rule, and the reduced model. If all subsystems are passive, i.e., unable to generate energy on their own, the final scheme will be passive by construction, and thus, stable [27] , [31] . As proved in [27] , the coarse mesh is passive for any time step satisfying its own CFL limit. Interpolation rule (15) and (16) can be shown to be lossless for any time step [27] . In order to establish the stability of the overall scheme, we have to investigate when the reduced model is passive.
B. Passivity Conditions for the Fine Grid
The reduced model has been derived from the fine grid model (6a) and (6b). In order to be passive, this model must satisfy the following three passivity conditions [27] :
Condition (24a) can be shown to be a generalization of the CFL limit for a region with inhomogeneous materials [27] . Condition (24b) is satisfied if all conductivities σ x and σ y in the fine region are nonnegative, which is usually the case. It can be shown, by direct substitution, that (24c) always holds.
In conclusion, the original model for the fine grid (6a) and (6b) is passive under the CFL limit of the fine grid [27] .
C. Passivity of the Reduced Model
We now investigate the passivity of the reduced model (11a) and (11b) that has been produced for the fine grid. The reduced model will be passive if
The following theorem shows that the proposed reduction process preserves the passivity of the fine grid model by construction, which is a new result. Theorem 1: Reduced model (11a) and (11b) is passive for any t that satisfies the CFL limit (24a) of the fine grid.
Proof: Since V is full rank by construction andR = V TR V, condition (24a) implies (26a). In the same way, sinceF = V TF V, condition (24b) implies (26b). Finally, by multiplying (24c) on the left by V T , we obtain (26c).
D. Stability of the FDTD Scheme With Reduced Models
To summarize, we have shown that the following holds. 1) The interpolation rule is lossless, and thus passive, for any t.
2) The coarse grid is passive for any t under its own CFL limit.
3) The reduced model of the fine grid is passive for any t under the CFL limit of the fine grid. The overall scheme, which results from the connection of these three subsystems, will be therefore passive and stable by construction up to the CFL limit of the fine grid because of the following theorem.
Theorem 2: The system obtained by connecting an arbitrary number of passive systems is passive as well, and does not have any poles outside the unit circle of the complex plane.
Proof: See Appendix. We have provided a formal proof of stability of the proposed FDTD scheme with reduced models. The proof is valid for an arbitrary number of embedded reduced models, since one must simply require that all reduced models are passive. This is a new result, since earlier works on FDTD schemes with embedded reduced models did not provide a rigorous stability proof [16] - [18] , or neglected losses and gave stability conditions that become increasingly complicated as the number of reduced models grows [22] . Stability is essential for the adoption of novel FDTD schemes by commercial solvers and industry, where a rigorous guarantee of stability is mandatory. Another important feature of the proposed method is that its CFL limit is known a priori, without requiring the calculation of expensive norms [22] .
E. Extension of the CFL Limit
When t exceeds the CFL limit of the finest grid, the corresponding reduced model will not be passive anymore, and will destabilize the whole scheme. This constraint can be relaxed by extending the CFL limit of the reduced models prior to their connection to the main grid. The extension can be achieved with a simple perturbation of the model coefficients. For a time step beyond the CFL limit of a given reduced model, condition (26b) and (26c) will still hold, since they are independent of t. Condition (26a) will be violated, but can be restored with a perturbation ofK. Using the Schur's compliment [32] , one can show that (26a) is equivalent to [26] 
where s k are the singular values ofR
22 . Above the CFL limit of the reduced model, some singular values will exceed the threshold in (27) . By perturbingK with the method in [26] , condition (27) can be enforced. Numerical tests in Section VI will show that an extension of the CFL limit by 2 × or 3× can be typically achieved with minimal impact on accuracy. This enforcement procedure enables the use of a larger time step in the whole domain, including the entire coarse grid, and results in a significant saving of CPU time. An interesting aspect is that the CFL limit is enhanced by acting only on the reduced models of the refined grids. This is a novel result compared with [26] , where MOR and singular value perturbation had to be applied to the equations of the whole system. This feature makes the proposed method more efficient and scalable. Finally, it is remarkable that the proposed scheme achieves stability above the CFL limit of the fine grid without resorting to implicit schemes. Only explicit operations are required at runtime, leading to higher efficiency over implicit alternatives, as numerical results will show. 
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Several test cases are provided to numerically validate the stability and performance of the proposed method, which was implemented in MATLAB with vectorized operations for maximum efficiency. Simulations were run on a computer with a 3.6 GHz CPU and 8 GB of memory.
A. 2-D Cavity
In this section, the proposed method is applied to the empty 1 m× 1 m 2-D cavity in Fig. 3 . The cavity has perfect electric conductor (PEC) walls. The whole region is discretized with a coarse mesh with x = y = 2 cm, except for a central 0.2 m × 0.2 m area, discretized with a fine mesh (r = 5). The purpose of this test is to verify the stability of the proposed method. The cavity is excited by a Gaussian pulse source with bandwidth of 0.5 GHz.
Using the proposed technique, a reduced model was created from the FDTD equations of the fine region (6a) and (6b). MOR reduced their order from 7600 to 1200. The CFL limit of the reduced model was extended by 2×, prior to its embedding into the coarse mesh. The proposed method was run for 10 6 time steps. The computed magnetic field at the probe, shown in Fig. 4 , confirms the stability of the proposed method. Table I gives the CPU time taken by the proposed method, by the standard FDTD (Yee scheme) with an all-coarse mesh, by the standard FDTD with an all-fine mesh, by a subgridding method [27] , and by a hybrid one-step leapfrog ADI-FDTD subgridding method [15] . The proposed method was also tested with MOR enabled but no CFL limit extension, and vice versa. All explicit methods were run at a time step of 99% of their CFL limit. The proposed method and ADI-FDTD subgridding were run at a time step two times larger than the CFL limit of the fine grid. In terms of accuracy, all methods are in a very good agreement, as shown in Fig. 5 . Since, in this case, the fine region does not contain any complex object, all methods are expected to give comparable accuracy. In terms of execution time, Table I shows that the proposed method provides a 7.7× speedup with respect to a complete refinement of the FDTD mesh, a 60% gain versus subgridding, and is about twice faster than the ADI-FDTD subgridding scheme in [15] . We can see that both MOR and the extension of the CFL limit of the reduced model contribute to the computational gains of the proposed method.
B. Waveguide With Irises
We consider the 4 m × 0.7 m waveguide shown in Fig. 6 . The waveguide includes two thin PEC irises [19] . A coarse mesh is used in most of the domain, with resolution x = y = 0.05 m. The two areas around the irises were instead meshed with a refined grid (r = 3) in order to capture the irregular fields caused by the discontinuity. The refined regions are 0.5 m × 0.5 m wide, and are shown in Fig. 6 . In the proposed method, two reduced models were generated for these regions and embedded into the coarse grid. The ends Fig. 6 . Geometry of the waveguide with irises considered in Section VI-B. The boxes indicate the regions replaced by a reduced model. Fig. 7 . Frequency response of the waveguide of Section VI-B, obtained with the Yee scheme with an all-coarse mesh (---), the Yee scheme with an all-fine mesh (--), subgridding (--), ADI-FDTD subgridding [15] (--), proposed method with only MOR (--), proposed method with only CFL extension (----), and proposed method with both MOR and CFL limit extension (---).
of the waveguide are terminated with a perfectly matched layer (PML) which is ten coarse cells deep. The waveguide is excited by a Gaussian pulse with 0.4 GHz bandwidth. A probe is located at the other end. All methods were run at 0.99× their CFL limit. In the proposed method, the CFL limit was extended by two times, and MOR reduced the size of each fine grid model from 2760 to 648. Fig. 7 compares the frequency response obtained with the Yee scheme, subgridding [27] , and the proposed method. We can clearly see that a coarse mesh does not accurately capture the frequency response of the system, due to its inability to properly resolve the irregular fields around the apertures. The other methods, which utilize a fine grid in the two critical regions, are in a very good agreement with an all-fine FDTD simulation. In terms of runtime, Table II shows that subgridding and ADI-FDTD subgridding [15] are slightly faster than an all-fine FDTD simulation, and that the proposed method provides the highest speedup among the compared techniques. For this case, the speedup is more modest than in the previous example, due to the presence of two refined regions and to their size relative to the overall problem.
C. Reflection Test
To further investigate the accuracy of the proposed scheme, we analyze the reflections from a scatterer placed in a waveguide. A 66 mm × 40 mm waveguide terminated with 15 mm-thick perfectly matched layers on two sides is considered. The layout of the structure is shown in Fig. 8 . The scatterer is comprised of four small copper rods with 1 mm radius. A line source is used to excite the waveguide and a line probe near the source position is chosen. The structure is uniformly discretized with coarse cells with x = y = 1 mm. In the proposed method, the region where the four rods are located is refined with r = 6. All methods were run with a time step equal to 0.99× their CFL limit. The proposed method and ADI-FDTD subgridding [15] were run with a time step three times larger than the CFL limit of the fine grid. In the proposed method, MOR was used to reduce the number of variables in the fine region from 7008 to 1920.
The reflected power measured with all methods is shown in the top panel of Fig. 9 . A conventional FDTD run (Yee scheme) with a coarse grid everywhere overestimates reflections from the rods across the entire frequency range, confirming the need for a finer mesh around the scatterers. The proposed method and subgridding are instead in a very good agreement with the reference simulation, which was performed with the Yee scheme and a fine mesh in the entire computational domain. In order to further assess the accuracy Reflected power with respect to the incident for the test in Section VI-C. Top panel: reflections from the four-rod scatterer. Bottom panel: reflections with no rods inside. Results were computed with the Yee scheme with an all-coarse mesh (---), an all-fine mesh (--), subgridding (--), ADI-FDTD subgridding [15] (--), the proposed method with only MOR (--), the proposed method with only CFL extension (----), and the proposed method with both MOR and CFL limit extension (---). of the proposed method, we finally repeated the analysis of the waveguide without the four rods. The purpose of this test is to measure the level of reflections caused by the transition from the coarse grid to the reduced model of the fine grid. The reflections from the interface obtained with both subgridding and the proposed method are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 shows that the proposed method can provide, for a given region, a reduced model with enhanced CFL limit that can be seamlessly embedded into an FDTD grid, without resulting in increased reflections or stability issues. In terms of performance, the proposed method is 27.5× faster than an all-fine FDTD simulation, 2.1× faster than subgridding, and 3.8× faster than the ADI-FDTD subgridding, as shown in Table III . The proposed method achieves higher performance than the ADI-FDTD subgridding because, like implicit methods, the proposed method is able to run above the CFL limit of the fine grid. However, its complexity is lower, since the fine grid is represented with a reduced-order model, and only explicit update operations are required at runtime.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a stable FDTD scheme, which supports the inclusion of reduced models to capture complex objects with fine features. Initially, complex objects are discretized with a refined mesh, in order to properly capture their geometry. Then, the FDTD equations for each refined region are compressed with MOR. The reduced models are finally coupled to the surrounding coarse mesh. The proposed method supports the embedding of multiple reduced models, losses and inhomogeneous material properties. The stability and CFL limit of the resulting scheme are rigorously proved, which is a novel result. The CFL limit can be also extended, with negligible accuracy loss, with a simple perturbation of the model coefficients. Numerical tests confirm the stability of the proposed method, and its potential to increase the FDTD's efficiency for multiscale problems. Future works will extend the proposed ideas to the 3-D case.
APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We prove Theorem 2 for the case of two FDTD-like subsystems being connected together using a fairly standard argument from the theory of dissipative systems [33] . Since a system made by N subsystems can be obtained by connecting one subsystem at a time, our proof demonstrates the Theorem 2 for the general case.
We consider the configuration shown in Fig. 10 . Two passive subsystems are connected to each other through some of their ports, while the other ports become the external ports of the resulting system, shown by the dashed box in Fig. 10 . Since the subsystems 1 and 2 are dissipative, they both individually satisfy the dissipation inequality [34] 
where:
2 ) are the storage functions of subsystem 1 and subsystem 2, respectively, which gives the energy stored inside each subsystem at time n;
2) u n+(1/2) 1 and y n 1 are, respectively, the input and output of subsystem 1, and can be partitioned as 
where u n+(1/2) 2,B and y n 2,B correspond to connected ports, while u n+(1/2) 2,C and y n 2,C correspond to unconnected ports; 4) s 1 (., .) and s 2 (., .) are the supply rates of subsystem 1 and subsystem 2, respectively, which give the energy entering each subsystem between time n and n + 1, as discussed in [27] . Taking into account the partitioning of the inputs and outputs of the two subsystems, the two supply rates can be written as 
Once the two subsystems are connected together, the cascaded system will have as inputs and outputs 
as also visible in Fig. 10 . In order to prove that the cascaded system is passive, we have to define its own storage function E(x n ), supply rate s(y n , u n+(1/2) ), and prove that they satisfy the dissipation inequality [34] 
As storage function, we take
since obviously the energy stored in the cascaded system is the sum of the energy stored in each subsystem. The supply rate is defined as s(y n , u 
because the energy entering into the cascaded system is the sum of the energy entering from the leftmost ports and the rightmost ports in Fig. 10 .
We now prove (35) . Adding (28) and (29) 
